
  

  

DREAMS TO FULFIL . The Dialogue in Process: 2019. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

At the end of 2018, the European, two-year artistic program "Memory of Water" (MoW) was inaugurated in 

Ostende (Belgium), devoted to social participation in the processes of protecting cultural heritage, in the 

post-industrial urban water fronts regenerations. The role of artistic activities in this program was to draw 

public attention to the most important aspects of the broadly understood public interest in the area of 

potential transformations of the water fronts in partner cities and related spheres of human memory and 

tradition. In addition to Gdansk, five other cities participated in the program: Gothenburg (Sweden); Levadia 

(Greece); Ostende (Belgium); Limerick (Ireland) and Glasgow (Scotland). The coordinator of the project was 

Intercult from Stockholm. University of the West of Scotland and INTBAU Poland (International Network for 

Traditional Building, Architecture and Urbanism) became the scientific partners of the project.  
 

SHIPYARD ANEW (STOCZNIA OD NOWA) was the Gdansk’s part of the program, coordinated locally by 

the Baltic Sea Cultural Center, devoted entirely to the waterfront areas of the former Gdansk Shipyard. The 

main goal of this project was to develop a vision of transformation and development of this area, 

together with all stakeholders and the wide public, which will indicate the appropriate potentials, as well 

as ways to use them effectively, giving the chance to make this unique place on a global scale, again a 

source of pride, prosperity and happiness for the Gdansk citizens and the region. 

 
METHOD 

SHIPYARD ANEW was a kind of participatory urban laboratory of public space, in which all parties interested 

in the process of transformation of post-shipyard areas in Gdansk could meet and freely present and discuss 

alternative visions of the future - without predetermined dominant vision and specific solutions. It is a public 

space for innovation, experimentation and discovering new opportunities and mutual learning, but also a 

place for reflection and evaluation of existing solutions, so as to be able to flexibly respond to changing 

situations and the needs of citizens and other stakeholders of the process to meet the g-local challenges of 

the future. 

 

Desires 
 

In a rapidly changing world, thanks to the enormous dynamics of technological inovations, the limits of the 

city's development opportunities are often limited by our common imagination - collectively determined and 

agreed. The freedom of our imagination is best fulfilled in dreams and desires, which, revealed in a public, 

free dialogue, create a social and political community, equipped with the right knowledge to be able to 

consciously decide about the future, associated with a specific place in the world. We adopted a method of 

public disclosure of desires to come up with our commonly imagined future of the former Gdansk Shipyard 

areas, with respect for its great histories and traditions. 

 

https://www.memoryofwater.eu/
http://stoczniaodnowa.pl/


 

 

THE OUCOMES OF THE SHIPYARD ANEW PROJECT 

 

There are two main effects of the project: 

1. A list of specific ideas regarding the forms and principles of further transformation of the former 

areas of the Gdańsk Shipyard entitled DREAMS TO FULFILL  

2. List of Project participamts whose effect of joint dialogical engagement are DREAMS TO FULFILL 

Both of these lists below: 

DREAMS TO FULFILL 

Memory  

Preserving the multi-layered identity of the Shipyard through: 

- preserving the archaeological relics of the medieval roots of the Young City and proper 

documentation of their fragments which are at present not included into the area of archaeological 

protection and which may possibly be demolished; 

 

- preserving and re-using the spatial layout, architectural and technical monuments from all the 

periods of the Shipyard operation (the 19th century, the Interwar period, the Nazi period, the After-

war period); 

 

- maintaining the comprehensive visual identification of the former Shipyard area, which affects and 

forms the unique character of that place (including the original patina, rust, wild greenery, etc.); 

- recording individual stories and tales of former Shipyard workers (and their families); 

 

- preserving the original names given to the streets which form a dense, historical network. The 

names of the streets refer to the identity of that place and are taken after the names of shipyard 

professions, such as: Toolmakers St., Loftsmen St., Riveters St., Hull Assemblers St., Fitters St., 

Moulding Workers St., Boilermakers St., Transport Workers St., Painters St., Shipwrights St., 

Pipefitters St., Electricians St., Outfitting Workers St. etc., in order to continue a medieval tradition, 

which was once established in Gdańsk to honour some characteristic and significant professions by 

naming the streets after them. It can be now observed in the area of the historical Old Town, where 

the streets are named after anchor-makers, malt-house workers, goldsmiths, rope makers, 

carpenters, purse makers, bakers, wood-turners, assessors, weavers, butchers, clothiers, etc.  

- preserving, maintaining and opening two remaining bomb shelters for visitors. One of them is 

located in the Milk Peter building (the shelter was intended for medical purposes), and it is a silent 

witness of a large industrial plant which used to function here during the Cold War period. The 

second bomb shelter is located at the edge of the A sector, next to the former Fire Station building.  

 

Developing and implementing a homogenous system for describing particular buildings and 

facilities. Descriptions should provide relevant texts and pictures (the same site plan with buildings 

and locations of the former shipyard halls arranged along the shipbuilding technological assembly 

line). 

 

Clarifying the area and relics of the former slipways, next to the trapezoid dock basin (e.g. in a form 

of a public square); using greenery to indicate the layout of the buildings which do not exist any 

longer at that place. 

 



Establishing a new department of the National Maritime Museum in one of the former shipyard halls. 

It would present the history of Polish shipyard industry. Transferring the s/s Sołdek to the area where 

it was constructed (K2). 

 

Restoring a flower garden in the area located next to the former Gdańsk Shipyard Management Office 

and clarifying the area where departmental garden allotments were located with their new re-

arrangement. 

 

Providing visitors with free access to the inside of the shipyard halls. It can be achieved by inserting 

some independent structures inside the hall buildings with the proper distance from the existing 

outside walls and the original roof construction (with some possible horizontal partitions inside 

those structures). 

 

Clarifying the primary function of the crane located next to the Milk Peter building; it can be achieved 

by restoring a section of the crane track and leaning its platform against the wall of a new building 

(constructed on the site of the demolished hall).  

 

Implementing an education programme addressed to children, young people and adults to present 

the legacy of the former Gdansk Shipyard and the identity of this place through the following: 

 

- providing direct public access to the cultural heritage; 

 

- organising art workshops, tours with local guides, meetings and conferences referring to the history 

of the city and of the district. It would largely contribute to education about the history and the identity 

of the place. 

 

WATER AND PUBLIC SPACE 

Providing an attractive system of public space as an alternative to the process of the city overspill. It 

can become a unique (love)brand of Gdańsk which will affect the character and perception of the 

whole city. Reference to the local tradition and identity of the place (not copying). 

 

Providing a dominating position of pedestrian and bicycle traffic and public transport; it can be 

achievedthrough the following: 

 

- developing a dense network of public spaces with proper use of the existing historical streets and 

squares which would be efficiently connected to the historical city centre (without any possibilities to 

construct gated office and residential buildings); 

 

- providing ecological public transport only (electrical transport) to the area located between the 

waterfront and the Toolmakers St., excluding some individual motor transport (and deliveries during 

the early morning hours); 

 

- constructing a modern (multi-modal) train stop for SKM (Fast Urban Railway) trains to provide 

efficient links to the metropolis, with the use of the historical railway footbridge adjusted to bicycle 

traffic (to compensate for the lack of a bicycle lane along the bridge at the Fr Jerzy Popiełuszko St.). 

 

Developing an attractive, public waterfront area with boulevards connecting the Old Town with the 

former Shipyard areas: 

 

- eliminating barriers to free and attractive access to the waterfront achieved by resigning from the 

construction of 4-lane road of the total width of nearly 50 meters,with an additional lane of tram tracks 

in the middle (which is included in the local spatial development plan); 

 



- providing attractive design and proper implementation to the waterfront quays (materials, street 

furniture, visual identification, etc.); 
 

- assigning the waterfront quays with freely accessible functions related to communication and public 

water transport: water tram stops and a maritime station for small and medium-size sightseeing 

vessels; 

 

- creating an urban beach and friendly places for anglers and kayakers (with an easy access to the 

quay); 

 

Defining the required spatial features for all the urban spaces defined by the network of the streets in 
that area; it can be achievedthrough: 
 

- contextual architecture – providing harmonious relations between newly-constructed buildings and 

historical buildings located in their direct vicinity (in terms of the size, character, materials, etc.); 

 

- human-scale architecture (residential, service and office buildings which can be easily adjusted to 

some new functions and easily adopted for new situations) with commercial and service facilities at 

the ground-floor level, accessible from the streets and boulevards, which will offer a wide range of 

prices dedicated to various social groups and which will develop a sense of closeness, cosiness and 

community. 

 

ART 

Creating symbolic capital and artistic stimulation of the sustainable development of the discussed 

areas through the following: 

 

- referring to the cultural context of the Shipyard as to a collective piece of art and using it as a 

lever for a cultural project undertaken by the whole region, based on its historical legacy but 

oriented towards the future challenges, which can exert influence and participate in global 

politics through relations formed with institutions and geopolitical processes (changes to the 

global order and cultural domination, for example the role of a new Silk Road, etc.);  
 

- widening areas of freedom in art and allowing brave artistic intervention, artistic and research 

projects and experiments to take place, without defining their outcomes in advance (spontaneous 

“loud thinking”), propagating values such as tolerance, freedom of speech, critical thinking etc.; 

 

- providing a safe place for meetings and for work to independent artists and activists who operate 

outside official cultural institutions; it can take the form of economically viable studios for artists and 

artistic residential venues, cultural institutions and a large exhibition hall (e.g. in one of the former 

Shipyard halls); 

 

- securing 1-2% of the budget of the (public and private) investment implemented in the area of the 

former Shipyard for art;  

 
- creating and maintaining a collection of permanent pieces of art of high quality which would 

stimulate reflection and fuel discussion about the history of the district, its specific local character and 

social problems (not only decoration or estheticisation of the space);   

 

- artistic activities which will foster meetings of the local community and guests: organising concerts, 

picnics, meetings with authors, etc., addressed not only to new inhabitants but also to people who 

have had strong bonds with the discussed area before its revitalisation process, such as local 

inhabitants, their neighbours, former Shipyard workers, artists and activists who have contributed to 

the unique character of the Shipyard area. 



 

- artistic light installations in some particular spots in the area which will make it a safe and attractive 

place 24 hours a day; 

 

- summer outdoor cinema where movies will be shown on a big screen installed between two 

shipyard cranes every night of the summer holiday. People will be able to watch movies from the 

Shipyard area, from the Zwycięstwa St., from the Fast Urban Railway stop or from Grodzisko. The 

movie soundtracks will be broadcast via the Internet so that people, regardless of their location, can 

listen to them on their mobile phones and participate in the experience. 

 

PRODUCTION 

Providing friendly conditions for the continuation of various (also intangible and intellectual) 

production forms, including even short-term activities (e.g. lasting one hour), such as 

entrepreneurship incubators, start-ups, etc.; non-disturbing production facilities (including 

handicraft business), co-working spaces, open workshop spaces (also for long and short-term rent). 

Providing friendly conditions to local production of ecological food (urban gardening). 

Using shipyard knowledge and technology in modern production. 

Establishing a brand to mark products (including pieces of art etc.) manufactured or created at the 

Shipyard – a unique, recognisable trade mark (Made in Stocznia). 

GREENERY AND ECOLOGY 

Establishing one of the most advanced ecological and eco-energy dependant urban 

districts in Europe through the following: ecological education, a smart-grid system, 

construction of zero- and plus energy- labelled buildings (eco-energy certified by LEED 

and BREEM) and energy-efficient streets, squares, pavements, parking lots, etc., rational 

water consumption, access to clean energy, optimisation of waste management, eco-

transport (Fast Urban Railway, electrical public transport) and large amounts of greenery 

(CO2 absorbents).  

 

Starting an open social garden and an orchard (named, for example, The Solidarity Eden 

Garden) and small cosy gardens next to the residential and office buildings by the inhabitants 

and users of the discussed area (urban gardening) in order to honour and to continue the 

tradition of a garden which was once made at the Shipyard in the Post-war period to provide 

fresh fruit, vegetables and flowers to the Shipyard workers and small, cosy gardens which were 

set up by the Shipyard workers (including Anna Walentynowicz) next to the Shipyard halls were 

they used to work.  

 

Including the Steffens Park into the system of the transformed public area of the former Gdańsk 

Shipyard, ensuring its open and casual character (accessible lawns, possibilities to play 

various games, to practise yoga, to enjoy sunbathing, etc.). 

 

Leaving one selected Shipyard building, one element of technical infrastructure and some 

places at the former Shipyard to undergo changes brought by time and wild nature so that 

wild meadow greenery can grow there (to allow wild flora species to develop there, 

attracting bees that can live in hives set up on some building roofs). Using greenery to 

present the layout of the non-existing Shipyard buildings which were once demolished.  

 
Constructing a bioTECTONIC building to have a place where people can talk about ecology, 

including workshops for children in order to develop new ecological awareness in people at the very 

young age. 

 



Providing a place for creative and efficient re-use of waste, where it can get its second life (be re-

used) in a new form. 

 

Providing a pet-friendly place (for dogs, cats, etc.). 

 

DIALOGUE 

Providing an open forum for a free dialogue in order to continue the tradition of the Solidarity, with 

the participation of officials, planners, social organisations, inhabitants, experts who specialise in 

various fields (urban planners, architects, art historians, artists, etc.), cultural and scientific 

institutions and the owners of the area. Forming some independent opinion-making groups to 

discuss the implementation of the particular ideas, during the meetings, discussions, guest lectures, 

publications, etc. 

 

Collected and edited by Roman Sebstyański 

 

THE AUTHORS OF DESIRES/IDEAS 

Waldemar Affelt,Ph.D., a member of thePolish National Committee of 

International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) and a member of the General Commission of 

Monument Preservation and the Committee for History of Science and Technology of the Polish Academy of 

Sciences 

Marek Barański, Ph.D., Academy of Fine Arts in Gdańsk  

 

Agnieszka Cichocka, Starter Incubator  

 

Janusz Chilicki, a representative of the NO to Destruction of Gdansk Shipyard group of activists  

 

Magdalena Zakrzewska-Duda,  the Baltic Sea Cultural Centre  

 

Zbigniew Dymarski, Ph.D. Department of Culture Studies at Gdańsk University 
 

Mona Rena Górska – a craftswoman specialising in philosophy of costumes 

 

Filip Ignatowicz, a multi-media artist and a film director 

 

Aneta Lehmann, an interior designer with culture studies background  

Krzysztof Król, Ultra Relations, a PR agency handling the Young City project 

 

Dominik Krzymiński, Gdańsk University 

 

Dorota Nieznalska, a visual artist 

 

Tomasz Mania, Gdańsk University of Technology 

 

Michał Mazurkiewicz, an artist and a photographer 

 

Anna Miler, a Metropolitan Women 

 

Paweł Mrożek, Forum for Development of Gdańsk Agglomeration 

 



Anna Orbaczewska, visual artist 

 

Marek Rogulski, radical artist 

 

Piotr Samól,Ph.D., Faculty of Architecture at Gdańsk University of Technology  

Zbigniew Sajnóg, a publicist 

 

Roman Sebastyański, an urban artist and an initiator of the Colony of Artists at Gdańsk Shipyard  

 

Karol Spieglanin, Forum for Development of Gdańsk Agglomeration 

 

Anna Szynwelska, Centre for Contemporary Art Laznia 

 

 

Agnieszka Wołodźko,  an artist and an art curator  

 
Piotr Wyszomirski, Pomysłodalnia Foundation and Pomeranian Council of Culture 

 

Iwona Zając, visual artist and a former resident of the Colony of Artists 

Dorota Kamrowska Załuska, Ph.D., Faculty of Architecture at Gdańsk University of Technology 

 

Monika Zawadzka, Ph.D.,Academy of Fine Arts in Gdańsk 

 

 

 

 

 

 


